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Abstract
There are two pertinent themes in the study of idioins in the area of Natural Language Processing.
Firstly, idioms should be defined and located in the space of non-literal expressions. This will be the
first sim of this paper. Secondly, a processing model should be developed. In this paper, the application
of )cnowledge representation techniques in three different models for the representation and processing
of idioms are discussed. The first, a aymóolic procr,dural model extends the two-level model which
was originally developed in computational morpholo~;y. The second is a simple localiat connectioniat
model. The third, a symbolic hierarchical model, represents idioms as part of a lexicon conceived as
an inheritance hierarchy. A comparison between thc models is made in which the focus lies on the
resolution of the ambiguity of idioms, the relation lietween tt~e literal and non-literal interpretation
and the syntactic flexibility of idiomatic expressions.




Two issues are of importance in any computational theory of idioms. Firstly, a definition of idioms
should be provided (section 2). Definitions of idioms in the linguistic literature are not adequate, as
will be argued here, since they define what idioms are not: a positive definition that defines idiomaticity
as a property should be supplied. Furthermore, idioms should be located in the space of non-literal
expressions to understand why these expressions are non-literal (3-4). Secondly, models for the repre-
sentation and processing of idioms should be designed. In section (5), three different models for the
representation and processing of idioms will be presented, which use different knowledge representa-
tion techniques. The first extends the two-level model which wais originally developed in computational
morphology. The second is a simple localist connectionist mode~l. 2 The third represents idioms in a
lexicon that is modelled as an inheritance hierarchy. 3 The focus in comparing the three models will be
on the resolution of the ambiguity between the idioma tic and noii-idiomatic interpretation of an idiom,
the relation between the literal and non-literal interpretation :~ncl the syntactic flexibility of idiomatic
expressions. (For a more elaborate discussion of othc.r aspects like syntactic-semantic processing and
prosodic properties of idioms see van der Linden (in ~irep.)).
2 Idiomatic expressions and non-literal language
2.1 Idioms ancí compositioriality
In the present section two attempts to account for idioms on the assumption of compositionality will
be discussed and rejected. It will be concluded th:~t the meaning of idioms cannot be subject to
compositionality. This is important for a proper classificatior~ uf idioms as non-literal expressions.
In the first subsection compositionality will be intr~~dciced. Next, the two attempts are discussed.
Then, a definition of idioms will be provided.
2.2 Compositionality
The description of the relation between the form of the expressic~ns of a language and their meanings
is a central goal of linguistic theory. The composit~onality principle (henceforth CP) is one oí the
principles that describe this relation. In its most genc~ral foriri it goes as follows:
~The fir~t two models are reported on in van der Linden ai~d Kraeij (1990~.
~A variant of this model cnn be found in van der Linden (]992)
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"The meaning of an expression is a function of the meanings of its parts and of the way in
which they are syntactically combined" (Partee 1984:281)
CP accounts for the ability of the language user to urrderstand the meanings of sentences not encoun-
tered before. It
"(...) is required to explain how a finitely representable language can contain infinitely
many nonsynonymous expressions" (Fodor and Pylyslr,yrr 1988:43)
Opposed to CP is the strong version of the so-called principle of contextual interpretation, which holda
that words only have a meaning in relation to the context they occur in. This would imply that
all meanings of sentences are "primitive in a sense" (Hoeksernx 1984:35). A system in which every
concept could be expressed by any sound, however, "(..) would amount to no communication system
at all (...)" (Makkai 1978:405). Some (aspects of) word meanings should be invariant across contexts.
Here, compositionality is considered a default from the linguistic point of view for the interpretation of
syntactically complex expressions. Hoeksema mentions idioms and índexical expressions as `exceptions'
to CP (see Partee (1984) for solutions to other proble.matic p}ter~omena for CP).
2.3 Compositionality and the meaniil.K of idiorns
Although intuitively the meaning of an idiom is not a function of the nteaning of its constituent parts,
attempts have been made to account for the meaning of idioms under the principle of compositionality.
A trivial argument against this are cases where part.s of idioms do not have a meaning outside the
idiom. Examples are queer the pitch and spic and span. The rneanirtg of these idioms cannot be a
function of the meanings of the constittrents because Ihe parts have no meaning (Wasow et al. 1983).4
Secondly, some idioms have an idiosyncratic syntactie~ structure. Since semantic principles are formu-
lated to combine the meanings of syntactically well-formed expressions, they don't apply in these cases
(Wasow et al. 1983). Examples are by and large or t~~ip the liyht fantastic.s
For idioms with non-idiosyncratic syntactic structures the prtrts of which can be assigned meaning
outside the idiom, it follows from the definition of CP that if CP applies this can only be accomplished
if parts oí the meaning of the idiom can be assignecl ro parts uf the idiom. Two possibilities exist.
~Becnuse of the existence of these idioms Boatner et al. (1975) are wruiig in describing idioms as "the easigning of s
new meaning to a group of words which already have their ineaning" (Boatiier et al. 19T5:iv).
6As Wasow et al. remark thia is not the whole story for idi~.ins likc lor,g time no aee which appear to be semnntieally
composed.
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One part carries the whole idiomatic meaninK It could be possible that the meaning of the
idiom is a property of one of the parts, and that the other part has no meaning (Ruhl, cited in Wood
1986; Partee 1984). In the case of kick the bucket the meaning die is assigned to kick and no meaning
to the other part. The fact that kick means to die in slang seerns to contribute to the plausibility of
this claim. It raises the question, however, why one cannot say Pat rested the bucket to mean Pat
rested (Wasow et al. 1983). Also, the origin of kick the bucket has little to do with the meaning of kick
in slang. This approach thus fails in general.
Both parts carry part of the idiomatic meaning If the parts that constitute the expression can
be assigned part of the idiomatic meaning, compositicmal coinbi~iation of these meanings results in an
idiomatic meaning for the whole expression (Gazdar et al. 1985). For some expressions the relation
between form and meaning is not atbitrary: a relatiun exists I~et.ween parts of the idiom and parts of
the meaning of the idiom. It follows that parts of iclioms coulcl be semantic units (see also Makkai
(1978)). Evidence coitld be sentences in which parts ,~f expressic,ns are modified (3) or quantified (1),
or parts are omitted in elliptical constructions (2) (41'asow et ~tl. 1983).s
(1) He pulled a string or two.
(2) My goose is cooked, but yours isn't.
(3) He left no legal stone unturned.
The fact that these idioms are regular from a syntact ic point of view and that the words constituting
them have a meaning outside the idiom, has led Gazcíar et al. (1985) to include a treatment of these
expressions under compositionality in GPSG. (A similar line of reasoning can be found in the work of
Gibbs and his co-workers (Gibbs 198U; Gibbs and Gonzales 1985; Gibbs 1986; Gibbs and Nayak 1989;
Gibbs, Nayak and Cutting 1989; Gibbs, Nayak, Bolt~~n ancl Kclipel 1989. These publications will be
referred to in this paper as (Gibbs various)). To, for ii,stancc, tlcc. verb spill two meanings are assigned:
spill', the non-idiomatic sense and spill", the idiomatic sense ineaning divulge. Beans also has two
senses, where one means approximately information. Spill", t.hcn, is a partial function that can take
only one argument: the(beans)". The compositional semaiitic principles in GPSG combine these two,
resulting in the idiomatic meaning of the phrase. There are some problems with and arguments against
this compositional analysis. What Gazdar et al. do not meittioii, is that it has to be prevented that
óThe acceptability of the sentences under consideration is ciiscussed bv Schenk ( 1992~.
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other functors combine with the(beans)". This could be acconrplished in two ways: for all functors
in the lexicon it could be stated which arguments tlrey do not combine with. This would, however,
imply the stipulation of a large number of negative facts about all furrctors that are related to items
in the lexicon: for instance, spill` and také etc. do n.ot take the(beans)" as an argument. This kind
of linguistic description, namely massively stating `negative' facts, is not common in linguistics. Note
that case restrictions could be a solution in some but not in all cases: it could be argued that spilY
only takes liquids as arguments, and the(beans)" is not a liyuid, but this does not hold for take'.
Another way out is to describe the(beans)" as a`p~trtial argument'. However, whereas functors can
be partial this is not the case for arguments.~
This second compositional account thus fails as well. The fact that parts of idioms seem to carry
meaning can yet be accounted for in arrother way (se~:tion (3)).
The conclusion of the present section should be ths~t no satisfactory compositional account of the
meaning of idioms is as assumption of compositionality. Note that contextuality cannot give an ac-
count eithet: the meanings of idioms do not differ from the tneanings of other lexical elements with
respect to their invariance across contexts. Apparent.ly, a different principle is needed.
2.4 Definition
In the present section a principle will be introduced, idiomaticity, which describes the discrepancy
between form and meaning of idioms. With this priuciple, it liecomes possible to present a definition
of idioms.
According to Gazdar et al. (1985:32?) `1~aditional wisdom dictates that an idiom is by definition
a constituent or series of constituents where interpretation is not a compositional function of the
interpretation of its parts.'. Comparable definitions can be tound in Hocket (1958); Fraser (1970);
Katz (1973); Heringer (1976); Chomsky (I980); Wood (1986): an idiom is `wholly non-compositional
in meaning'8; Di Sciullo and Williams (1987): listemes do "not hxve the form or interpretation specified
by the recursive definitions of the objects of the langu:tge"; Abeillé and Schabes (1988); Schenk (1992):
"expressions consisting of more than one word, for which a literal interpretation does not give the
TVergnaud (1985~ hypotheaizes that nouns that occur in idioms can only be inserted in their canonical contezt. This
ia a genernl rule end not a property of the idiomatic noun, ai~d therefure, such a notion is not equal to thst of partial
argument.
aWood (1988) also gives e nice overview of the literature oi~ idioms up t~. 1980.
~
correct meaning"; Erbach (1991).9 Three aspects of these definitions need consideration. (a) should
idioms always be multi-lexemic expressions? (b) do these definitions demarcate idioms from other
expressions? (c) should idioms be defined as a class of expressions, or should idiomaticity be defined
as a property of expressions?
Idioms are multi-lexemic expressions Defining an idiom as any grammatical form the meaning
of which is not deducible from its structure (Hockett 1958, cíted in Wood 1986, my emphasis), entails
that single morphemes are the simplest case of idionrs (Fraser 1970:22)). It would imply that every
morpheme is granted the status of idiom. The important difterence between morphemes and idioms
under the definition of Hockett is that for morphemes t}iere exists no structure that enables deduction
of ineaning, whereas in the case of idioms, such a struc ture does exist, but cannot be used for deduction.
So, although this may seem trivial it has to be state~l explicitcly that lhis paper will limil the notion
idiomaticity to complex expressiona that are made up of more thart orte lexeme.
Demarcation from other classes Most definitions in the litcrature do not provide properties that
distinguish idioms from other types ofexpressions. Tliey descrilie what idioms are not, cornpositionality
does not apply, but do not indicate which principles do apply (contextuality, meaning postulates, ete.).
A positive definition of idioms that says what the ~neaning uf an idiom is, is preferable because it
makes stronger claims.lo
Idioms or idiomaticity Idiomatic expressions d~, not forrrr a homogeneous class. It is not the
case that the meaning of some expressions is complet..ly compositional, and of others completely non-
compositional. Expressions that are not idioms pro~~er rnay I,c partly idiomatic. A first example is
collocations, which are idiomatic with respect to gertcration I,ut not with respect to analysis (Fillmore
et al. 1988). If a language user metely knows the ntea~rrings of t}~e words school and whales, he will be
able to arrive at the interpretation of a group of fish w hen encowitering the expression achool of whalea
without knowledge of the collocation. Generation of st,cli ari expression without this knowledge, howe-
ver, is not possible. It is likely that the language user will gencrr~te an expression like group of whalea.
Note that this asymrnetry does not apply to other expressions. A language user that does not know
9AIso various pepers in Everaert and van der Linden ( 19891 and Everaert et al. 1992
loCompare Wesow et al. 1983, who asaert that "the idiomt,tic mcaning is assigned to the whole phraae" ( Wnsow et
al. 1983:110). See also Fillmore et al. 1988:501. See also Wilrnsky atid Arrns (1980): "... these constructs are phrssal
in that the language user must know the mcaning of the const ruct as a wh..le to use it correctly" ( Wileneky nnd Arens
1980:117~
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the meaning of the word bank will neither be able to analyse the word, nor to generate it; a language
user that knows the word, can do both. A second example is a construction like it is raining cata and
dogs in which it is raining can be assigned a compositional interpretation, although the expression as a
whole is idiomatic (as will be argued below). Compositionality tltus seems to apply to some aspects of
meaning in a construction, whereas other principles apply to other aspects. Therefore it seems fruitful
to define a notion of idiomaticity as a property and to apply this notion to parts of the meanings of
expressions, rather than to claim that a certain class c,f elements should be described as idioms with an
all-or-none property of non-compositionality that distinguishes them from all other expressions (Wood
1986; Schenk 1992). Like compositionality and contextuality, iciiomaticity is a property that may apply
to parts oí expressions (Wood 1986; Napoli 1988:33] l.
Taking into account these considerations, the definiti„ns of idio~,caticity and idiomatic expression may
run as follows.
Definition 1(Idiomaticity) Idiomaticity is a pro}~erty of aspccts of the meaning of complez (multi-
IexemicJ expressions. Idiomaticity implies that thE~sc aspects are~ exclusively a part of the meaning of
the expression as a whole.
Definition 2(Idiontatic expression) An idiomatic exprestiion is an expression some aspect~a~ of
the meaning of which is (are~ subject to idiomaticity.
With these definitions, it becomes possible to define ~dioms.
Definition S(Idioms) Idioms are expressions a.ll aspects of the ~n,eaning of which are subject to
idiomaticity.
From this definition it follows that expressions in whi~~h one of the parts has its non-idiomatic meaning
will not be considered idioms but idiomatic expressioi~~. Dutch examplesll are op de kleintjes letten (of
the little-ones take-care, to be careful with ones mon~ y) (Evetaert 1989) and het regent pijpestelen (it
rains pipe-stems, it's raining cats and dogs) which ar~~ not idic,ir~s, but idiomatic expressions in which
letten op (to be careful with), and het regent ( it's raining) retain their non-idiomatic interpretation.
Pijpestelen is in itself not an idiom since its meaning is not. a property of pijpestelen itself, but of the
11 Examples of Dutch idioms will be presented with a wonl-by-word translation (if this exiata~ and a well-formed
trnnslation in English (if thia exists~ in which, if possible, a comparablr. I~;nglish idiom is used. This does not imply,
however, that the analysia of the Dutch idiom appliu to that ~,f the English idiom.
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expression het regent pijpestelen as a whole. This sante line of rertsoning applies to such expressions as
aanatalten maken ( get ready) and in aantocht zijn ( be on the way): aanatalten and aantocht can only
occur in these expressions, so the expressions must bc~ idiomatic since this aspect of the meaning is an
exclussive property of the expression as a whole. Tltey are, however, not idioms, since the verbs in
these expressions retain there non-idiomatic meaning.
With the definition of idiomaticity, idiomatic expression and idiom a more precise classification of
exptessions in which meaning is a property of the whole expression can be given.
3 Metaphorical properties of iclioms
Idiomaticity does not imply arbitrarir~ess of ineaning. Irt the present section metaphorícal proper-
ties of idioms, which are important in this respect, will be discussed. Two notions, motivation and
isomorphism will be introduced. Some attention will also be }~aid to the relation between metaphori-
cal properties and compositionality, since metaphori~~al properties have mistakenly been taken as an
argument in favour of the compositionality of the me~tning of idioms.
3.1 Motivation and isomorphism
Metaphors are general principles that link some dorrrain to some target.l~ An example might be ANGEB
IS THE HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINEA. Metapl~ors like this may underlie several metaphorical
expressions (4, taken from Lakofï ( 1987:380-381)). Metap}tors inay underlie basic (4c) and complex
expressions ( 4a;b) .
(4) a. You make my ólood boil.
b. He's just letting o,Q' steam.
c. He exploded.
Most idioms are frozen metaphorical expressions. For some idiouts, like kick the bucket, the underlying
metaphor is no longer visible. For other idioms, the ~netaphor is visible for language users and deter-
mines the appropriateness of the idiom in certain cot~texts ancl constructions. In cognitive linguistics
(Lakoff 1987) and psycholinguistics ( Gibbs various), the latter clainr }tas been provided with a num-
ber of arguments. Firstly, there is a certain agrecnient betwee~ speakers about the metaphors and
images that are underlying idioms. If no convention:il irr~ages or inetaphors would underly idioms, such
agreement would not be expected. Secondly, the synt;ictic behr~viour of idioms can partly be explained
in terms of inetaphorical properties.13 Napoli ( 1988) presents an extension-test to see whether idioms
t~See Lakoff nnd Johnson ( 1980~; for computational modcls ~~f inetaph~~rical language see for inatance Mertin ( 1989~.
t~Although it is argued in vnn der Lindcn ( in prep.} thnt s~~~nc doubt ca~i be cast upon psycholinguistic experiments
by Gibbs ( vnrious~ that support this clnim.
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can be analysed. An example of an extension is, fur instarrce, 7'he cat got out of the bag and wrecked
havoc. "Extendability can call for builciing up a stor~~ around tlie idiom which is plausible at the me-
taphorical level." ( Napoli 1988:330). Although one cuuld argue that Napoli's extensions are wordplay,
and therefore do not provide evidence on which we can build a linguistic theory, the agreement speak-
ers have about extendability shows that underlying metap}rurs are important. Thirdly, Nayak and
Gibbs ( 1990) showed that contexts that have a certain underl,ying metaphor will affect the appropria-
teness of idioms, in that idioms with the same underlying metaEihur are more acceptable in this context.
There is a variety of terms in the literature to refer to the metaphorical properties of idioms. Here, the
notions motivation and iaomorphiam will be used (G~~eraerts 19y2; the interpretation of these notions
here differs somewhat from Geeraerts' interpretatiuri 1. In tlre next section, motivation and isomorp-
hism will be introduced, and compared to other noti~,ns prupo~eel in the literature. Then, the relation
between metaphorical properties of idioms and coml~~~sitionality will be discussed.
Motivation The conventional image underlying an idiorn, or Eiart of it, may result in the possibility
of establishing a relation, a motívating link, betwee~i t he idiuirratic interpretation of the idiom, and the
non-idiomatic interpretation of the idiom (Lakoff 19í;7). l~ur instance blow a fuae offers an image for
loss of temper; spill the beans ofiers an image for making secret information public; ~aw loga, meaning
to 6e aound asleep, can also be interpreted on the ba,is of a c~,nventional metaphor. The relationship
between the two is motivated just in case there are ii~dependeiitly existing elements of the conceptual
system that link the idiomatic and non-idiomatic rn~-auing (l.akoff 1987:451-452). This link may be
metaphorical or may be a conventional image. Notr tliat tlii, cioes not imply that meaning or form
of the idiom are predictable. Motivating links make s~~nse uí' idio~natic expressions and therefore make
them easier to understand, learn, remember, and use than rand~,m pairings.
Isomorphism Not only may a relation exist betw~en the nou-idiomatic interpretation as a whole
and the idiomatic interpretation as a whole, it may also be the case that parts of the idiomatic and non-
idiomatic interpretation maintain relations: there ma~~ exist what. Geerarts (1992) calls an isomorphiam
between the parts of the idiomatic and the non-idiom:~tic inter~~retation. In, for instance, blow the fuse
it is possible to find a part-to-part-correlation. A fv,.se refers tu str:iined patience and blow, "colloquially,
makes sense (thus also ólow one's top~lid~cool~gaskef)" (41'oocl 1986:36). The beans in spill the beana
lU
may refer to the information that is supposed to be kept secret. .Spill refers to making that information
public (Lakoff 198T:451).
Wordly motivation For some idioms it may be the case that the meaning of parts of the idiom
equals (an extension of) the meaning of the part outside the idio~n. The part of the idiom has a similar
referent inside and outside the idiom. A wordly motivation exists for parts of the idiom. Geeraerts
mentions parele voor de zwijnen gooien (pearla for tlce swines throw; caat pearls before awine). Here
parel can be interpreted as aomething wiih a special ualue independently of the expression: it is even
listed as such in the lexicon. Zwijn can be interpreteci as an extension of its lexical meaning unworthy
peraon. The meanings of these constituents in the idi.~in are, liowever, a property of the expression as
a whole, and therefore, the expressioi~ is idiomatic.
3.1.1 Examples
Motivated and isomorphic
(5) a. het paard achter de wagen spannen.
the horse behind the cart to-set.
set the cart before the horse.
b. de koe bij de horens grijpen.
the cow by the horns to-take.
to take the bull by the horns.
Non-Motivated and isomorphic
(6) a. de lakens uitdelen.
the sheets to-hand-out
to play first fiddle.
b. een hak zetten.
a cut to-set.
to play a nasty trick.
Motivated and non-isomorphic
(7) a. geen lange draad meer spinnen.
no long thread more to-spin.
to die soon.
b. de geest geven.
the ghost to-give.
to give up the ghost.
Non-Motivated and non-isomorphic
(8) a. de kat uit de boom kijken.
the cat out-of the tree tolook.
to wait to see which way the wind blows.
b. de kat de bel aanbinden.
the cat to-bell.
to bell the cat.
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5.1.2 Terminology
To avoid terminological confusion and to indicate th:tt the account presented here subsumes those in
the literature, table (1) contains an overview of terrninology. ror every term in the literature it is
indicated how the term coincides with one term or a combirtation of terms used in this paper. If the
term is indifferent with respect to a certain factor, this is denc,ted as indif..
Table 1: Terrninology











Gazdar et al. ~985) indif. yes indif.
Napoli ( 1988) indij. yes indif.
Gaedar et al. (1985) indif. no indif.
Napoli ( 1988~ iridif. yes indif.
Gibbs and Nayak (19x9) indiJ. yes yts
Nunberg (1978)
Gibbs and Naynk (19x9) yes~no yes indif.
Nunberg (1978)
Gibbs and Nayak (19x9) yea~no no indif.
Nunberg (1978)
Gibbs and Nayak (19x9) no indif. indif.
Gibbs and Nayek (19x9) yes indif. indif.
Lakofl(1987) yes indif. indif.
Lakofl(1987~ indif. yes indif.
Zernik (1987) yes indif. yea
. analyzable: "analyzable into lexical subparts" (Napuli 1988:329)
. unanalyzable: "syntactically complex lexical items witlr a single undecomposable semantic
interpretation" (Gazdar et al. 1985:244)
.(normally) decomposable: "each of the cuiirponents rc~fers in some way to the components
of their idiomatic referents" (Gibbs and Nayak 1989:1U5); "(...) an idiomatic transitive VP is
DECOMPOSABLE just in case it is used to refer tu a state ~,r activity such that it would normally
be believed that that activity could be identific~d as au upc~n relation Rxb, such that the object
NP of the idiom refers to b, and the verb to R" (Nunberg 1978:124)
. abnormally decomposable: "the object NP (...) dues ,rot itself refer to some component of
the idiomatic referent, but only to some metal,hurical rclettion between the component and the
referent (...)" (Gibbs and Nayak 1989:106)
. non-decomposable: "idioms whose individual components did not make a contribution to the
overall figurative meaning" (Gibbs and Nayak 1989:1118)
1'l
~ imageable: "(...) idioms that have associated ~~onventiunul images" (Lakoff 1987:447)
~ explanation an association between a pattern and a concept (Zernik 1987:106)
3.1.3 Motivation, isomorphism and compositionality
Just because oí the fact that parts of idioms may havc~ metaphurical referents, it has been claimed that
the meaning oí these idiomatic expressions is controlled by the principle ofcompositionality (Gazdar et
al. 1985; Gibbs and Nayak 1989). In section {2) this appro:~ch has been argued against. For instance,
although Gibbs and Nayak (1989) are right when thc.y claim that parts of decom.posable idioma have
identifiable meaning, this does not imply that the property of }iaving this meaning is a property of the
lexeme outside the idiom, and that the meaning of thc. idiorti is snbject to compositionality. Looking at
dictionaries one observes the same: idioms are listecf iir the critry of one (or more) of the content-words
in the idiom as a unit. The dictionar,y user does nol find `icliorrratic rneaning' of every content word
leaving him to find orrt the meaning of the whole himself. }iesidcs, the relations between the meaning
of parts of the idiom and parts of the meaning of tlie idiunr cl„ not involve linguistically significant
generalisations (Nagy 1978:296) and should therefore Ire stipulntecí with the representation of the idiom
within the lexicon. 7'hus although this might seem ~~aradoxic;rl at first sight, it is possible to enable
distribution of ineaning while adhering to the definil.~on of icli~,r;~aticity. The crucial point is that the
diatribution ahould be a property of the idiom as a whole: it iti a property of the idiom as a whole
whether the parts can be assigned metaphorical ref~~rents (ar;cJ whether the idiomatic expression as
a whole can be motivated). Geeraerts (1992) argueti that t}rc~ l~rinciple of compositionality could be
extended to capture this. Compositiorrality could be ~xtended ti~ith a static interpretation besides the
usual dynamic interpretation. If some relation exists betweerr tlie meaning of the constituent parts of
an expression and the meaning of the expression as ;c whole, tlren a static notion of compositionality
applies. In this paper the principle will not be given a dyn;unic extension. This would make it look
like compositionality temains the only design principle for riatural language, whereas the existence of
other ptinciples should be warranted.
A similar line of reasoning holds for attempts to regarcl idio~riatic m.eanings as literalmeaninga (Dascal's
(1987) `moderate literalism'). Note that Dascal's noti~~n of literul language would necessitate stretching
the usual conception of literal language: to literally l,.ick the bu.c ket rneans to hit aome designated pail
with the foot, and not to die.
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4 Comparison to other classes of expressions
4.1 Non-literal language ii~ general
Using the definition of idiomaticity presented here, we can sav that idioms differ from other kinds of
non-literal language such as "indirect" speech acts, inrplicature, metonymy, irony, simile and sarcasm.
In the case of idioms non-literal meaning is a propert,y- of the expression as a whole that is represented
within lezical entries, whereas in the case of other rion-literal expressions meaning is derived on the
basis of other iníormation sources (like metaphorical principles (LakofC and Johnson 1980; Martin
1989), Grice's maxims, etc.).
4.2 Idiomatic and metaphorical expretisioiis compared
Motivated idioms are conventionalized metaphoric:~l ~,hrases tfia~ are still to some extent transparent,
i.e. for which the underlying metaphur is recognizabl~..
The line between complex metaphorical expressions ; incl idiur,is is rather thin; the main difference is
that in a complex metaphorical expression the meaiiir,g uf t}~e whole expression is a function of the
metaphorical parts. One can thus alsu observe that in a cur~~plex metaphorical expression all parts
have their own metaphorical nreaning, whereas for rrn idiorr, Lhis ~,ossibly metaphorical meaning cannot
exist outside the idiorn.
If the expression take the bull by the horns is classific~l ais a rne~t:,phor ( Schenk 1992) take would mean
deal with; the bull means a proólematic matter; and by the horris means at the most important part of
the maiter. Notice, huwever, that none of the subexpressior,s c:rn occur outside the expression carrying
this meaning ( 9, 10) (~ indicates that no idiomatic iiiterpreLatiun is possible).
(9) ~ The bull bothered me.
(10) ~ He decided that he would take the bull bv the leacl.
Metaphorical reference is thus a property of the whole expressic~n, and not of the individual parts: it
is distributed by the expression to the parts. Theref~~re tlrese expressions are considered idiomatic as
well: their meaning is a property of thc expression as a w~lic,le.
4.3 Collocatioris
A category related to idioms is that of collocations. ('ollocrrLio~~s consist of a head-argument combina-
tion (een moord begaan, commit murder), or a head-:~djunct cwnbination (een school viaaen, a achooi
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of fish). The move of distinguishing the property idiurnaticit,y fr„rn classes of expressions tutns out to
be useful for the definition of collocations. Idiomaticity applies to encoding for collocations, but not
to decoding (Fillmore et al. 1988). This means that with respect to analysis, decoding, a collocation
can be interpreted compositionally on the basis of the literal meaning or a metaphorical extension of
its parts. With respect to generation, encoding, however, a speaker who does not know the expression
does not know what head-argument combination to use when he wants to express something about
the argument. For example, from ( the metaphorical exterrsion of) the meaning of óegaan (commit)
and the literal meaning of moord (murder) it is possible to corrrpositionally form the meaning of een
moord begaan (commit murder). However, without knowledge of this expression, using the verb óegaan
(commit) in a generation process is in principle eyually likelv t~s usirrg some other, equivalent verb
(execute a murder, carry out a murder, do a murder, perfUr'11L a rnurder).
4.4 Conclusion
To summarise the current and the previous section, the space iri which idioms should be located can
be sketched with three dimensions: literal vs. non-lit~~ral expres,ions, simple vs. complex expressions.
In table (2) a third dimension is added: novel vs. c.onventional expressions. Considering idioms as
simple expressions does not do justice to their intern,~l sttucturr. Although idioms have metaphorical
properties, metaphorical aspects of idioms are conventional pn,perties of the expression as a whole.
One can, for instance, not say John wanted the óeans to rncarr John wanted the information. Idioms
are thus complex, non-literal expressions, with a conventionF.l meaning. The table also indicates why
idiomaticity cannot be defined in terrrrs of non-corn~,ositionalitv: a positive definition is required to
demarcate idiomatic expression from other expressions.
5 Representation and processiiig of idioms
Now that it is clear what expressions are to be consirlered idi~~rr~atic and what their properties are, it
becomes possible to present models for the representrrtion and processing of idioms. Three models will
be presented here: a simple symbolic algorithmic rnudel, a localist, connectionist model and a model
in which the lexicon is viewed as an inheritance hierarclry.
The issue concerning the representation and proces,irrg of idiorrrs that will be concentrated upon in the
models to come, will be the resolution of the ambiguiiy of icliorrr,. The next section concerns syntactic
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metaphor (tleJ detonated (me~
routine formulae Good God!
idiomaticity kick the bucket
metaphor John is a rat
sarcasm )'ou're smar{
speech acts It's cold here
flexibility. The general approach to NLP here, is that the N L l,r~~cessor operates efficiently if it adopts
an incremental mode of interpretation, and interpret., irrput as immediate as possible ( Thibadeau et
al. 1982). Ambiguities are resolved on the basis of a best-first. strategy. The question, then, is which
possibility is the best one, and on the basis of what knowledKc~ ct~oices should be made.
5.1 Conventioiiality
A choice between the literal and non-literal reading of an iciiuni can be made using various kinds of
linguistic information, but the claim here is tl~at the- mere fact that one of the analyses is idiomatic
suffices. Besides, this choice does not have to be stipuÍated explicitely. Rather it follows naturally from
the architecture of the lexicon and the retrieval proccss, proviclecl an appropriate model of the lexicon
is used.
Phrases consisting of idioms can in most cases be inierpreted nun-idiomatically as well. Very rarely,
however, an idiomatic phrase should irr fact be iriterpreted n~,n-idiomatically (Koller 1977:13; Chafe
1968:123; Gross 1984:278; Swinney 1981:208). Psycl~olinguistic research indicates that there is clear
preference for the idiomatic reading (Gibbs 1980; Schweigert aricl Moates 1988). We will refer to the fact
that phrases should be interpreted according to the lexical, non-lit.eral meaning, as the `conventionality'
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principle. If this principle could be modeled in an ;ip~iropri;rt.. way, this would provide a heuristic
that would render the interpretation process more elficier,t sincc other than lexical knowledge is not
nessecary for the resolution of ambiguities. So, the resolutiott o(' the ambiguity occurs as soon as the
idiom has been encountered in the input.
When can and does an incremental processor start looking for idioms? Psycholinguistic research
indicates that idioms are not activated when the `fir~t' (content) word is encountered (Swinney and
Cutler 1979). There is, from the computational point of view, no need to start `looking' for idioms,
when only the first word has been found since this would oi,l.y result in increase of the processing
load at higher levels. In Stock's (1989) approach to ;tmbiguit,y resolution the idiomatic and the non-
idiomatic analysis are processed in parallel. An ex~,ernal sclieclulirtg function gives priority to one
of these analyses. Also, the disambiguation proces~ already st.arts when the `first' word has been
encountered. As we have stated, this inereases the lo;~d on highcr processes.
5.2 An extension of the notion contiriu,atiori c;lri,.y
The first model presented here extends the notion cu,itinvaliorL ,-lass from two-level morphology.
Lexical representation Lexical entries in two-Icvc l rriorNttc,lugy are represented in a trie structure,
which enables ineremental lookup of strings. A lexical entry co,~~ists of a lexical representation, linguis-
tic information, and a so-called continttation class, wl~icli is ;i li,t of sublexicons "the membets of which
may follow" (Koskenniemi 1983, p. 29) the lexical eni ry. Ir, t},e continuation class of an adjective, one
could, for instance, find a reference to a sublexicon c~,ntaining c~,mparative endings (ibid. p. 57). An
obvious extension is to apply this notion beyond ttie bounclaries of the word. A continuation class of
an entry A could contain references to the entries th;ct forrir rt„ idiorn with A. An example is (la).
Algorithm A simple algorithm is used to retriev~~ idiorns (in (lb) the relevant fragment of the
algorithm is represented in pseudocode). The result ol'the a(i~ilic;~tion of the algorithm is that linguistic
information associated with the idioms is supplied to tl,e syr,t:tctic~semantic processor. The linguistic
iníormation includes the precise form of the idiom, ttte possibilities for modification etc. Note that
conventionality is modeled explicitely. l4
1~A toy implementation of the lexicon structure and the alg..rithn, has bc.en made in C.
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Figure 1: Continuation class model: lexicon structure and algorithm
(a) (b) DO read a letter
IF word has been found THEN
k-i-c-k~---b-u-c-k-e-t~ IF this word forms a lexical item
h-a-b-i-t~ with previous word(s)
`e-e-1-s~ THEN make its information
available to syn~sem process
ELSE make word information
available to syn~sem process
IINTIL no more letters in input.
5.3 A connectionist model
The second model we present here is an extension of Cottrcll's ( 1988) localist connectionist model for
the resolution of lexical ambiguity. The model (2) consists of I'our levels. Units at the lowest level
represent the smallest units of form. These units activate unit.s on the level that represents syntactic
discriminations, which in turn activate units on the semantic level. The semantic features activate
relational nodes in the semantic network. Within le~vels, inhibitory links may occur; óetween levels
excitatory links may exist. There are, however, no itihibitory liiiks within the semantic network. The
meaning of idioms is represented as all other relatioi~al nodes iii the semantic network. On the level
of semantic features, the idiom is represented by :~ u~it t}iat fi:cs a gate function similar to so-called
SIGMA-PI units (Rumelhart and MeClelland 1986:7:1): For sucli a unit (A) to receive activation, all
units activating A bottom-up should be active. If onc of t}ie units connected to a unit A is not active,
A does not receive activation. Thus when the íirst. worcl uf an idiom is encountered, the idiom is
not activated, because the other word(s) is (are) nol, activt~ted. However, once al! relevant lexemes
have been encountered in the input, it becomes active. Note that an external syntactic module is
supposed to activate one of the nodes in case of syi~tactic ai~il,iguity. Since there is more than one
syntactic unit activating the idiom, the overall activa~ioii of t.he idiom becomes higher than competing
nodes representing non-idiomatic meanings. The icli~~m is tlie strongest competitor, and inhibits the
non-idiomatic readings. The conventionality principle is thus ~n~~deled as a natural consequence of the
architecture of the model. Figure (3a) and (3b) s}iow the activ~~tion levels of the active units in the
model: only activation levels above treshold (50U) aie clispl:~yecl. The appendix gives some technieal
details. The model has been implemented in C with t he use o1' tl~e Rochester Connectionist Simulator
(Goddard et al. 1989) by Wessel Kraaij.
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5.4 Idioms in an inheritance hierarcliy
Inheritance mechanisms are becoming increasingly important in the study of natural language proces-
sing. rs A lexicon modeled as an inheritance hierarchy allows for the stipulation of general principles
on high and abstract levels of representation, and therefore avoids the stipulation of redundant in-
formation. The concept of inheritance can also be applied to a lexicon that contains idioms. The
model discussed here, is described in detail in van der Linden (1992). Here, we will concentrate on the
structure of the lexicon.
Syntactic information An idiom arrd its verbal head (kick in the case of kick the bucket) maintain
an inheritance relation: the idiom can be said to inlierit ptirt o(' its properties from its head. Idioms
can be represented as signs that are syntactically viewed as fnnctor-argument structures 16 and have
the same format as the verbs that are their heads ( see alsu Zernik and Dyer ( 198?)). It is therefore
possible to relate the syntactic category of the idiom tc~ that of irs head. The information that the object
argument is specified for a certain string, can be addcd monotonically. The verb ( kick) subcategorizes
for the whole set of strings with category np, whereay the idiorn subcategorizes for the subset of that
set (the -~ bucket).
The relation between verb and idiom could be specified as KICK ~ KICK-THE-BUCKET, where
KICK and KICK-THE-BUCKET are represented a, in (]l) and ~ denotes an inheritance relation
between two signs. KICK ~ KICK-THE-BUCKF,T states that KICK-THE-BUCKET is a
specialisation of KICK.
The grammatical theory for which this lexical strucrure is dc.sit;ned, is categorial grammar. KICK:
G(np`s)~np 1 denotes a sign named KICK. The sign is an n-tuple Cal,.., an1 which in this case
only consists of syntactic information. 'I'he syntactic ~ ategory cleirotes a functor that takes an np to its
right (indicated with the ~) and results in a category ( np`s) tl~art takes an np to its left, and results in
a sentence. KICK-THE-BUCKET inherits this information, but. adds a specific value for the prosody
of the argument: the ~bucket.
(11) KICK: C (np`s)~np 1
KICK-THE-BUCKET: KICK U
prosody(argum.ent(syntax(KICK-THE-B(.'CKF,'T))) s: the ~ óucket
róSee Dnelemans and Cazdar ( 1992) for recent resaarch and references.
rsSee van der Linden ( in prep.) and similar representatio~~, in TAC: ( Atieillé 1990; Abeillé and Schebes 1989) and
HPSG ( Erbach 1991).
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Semantics It follows from the definition of idionrs that the meaning of the idiom cannot be in-.
herited from the verb that is its head, but should be added non-monotonically. In (12) the extended
representation of the semantics of kick the óv,cket is presented.
(12) b. KICK: G(np`s)~np, ax.lykick(x)(y) 1
c. KICK-THE-BUCKET:
KICK U
prosody(argument(syntax(KICK-THE. BUCKET))) ti the ~ bucketl~
semantics(KICK-THE-BUCKET) s: a:caydie(y)
As in the model of the lexicon proposed by Zernik rind Dyer (1987), the model proposed here puts
the syntactic and semantic burden on the lexicon. Also, Zernik and Dyer relate idioms to their
heads. Flickinger (1987) presents a hierarchical structure of the lexicon, but does not include idiomatic
expressions.
1~11 specification of signs The full specification of a sign is derived by means of an operation
similar to priority v,nion ( Kaplan 1987:180) or defa~ilt v.r~ificu,tion (Bouma 1990). The specification
operation ( n; van der Linden 1992) is defined as a furiction frorr~ pairs of mother and daughter signs to
fully specified daughter signs and runs as follows. lf unificatiori i, successful for the values of a certain
property of mother and daughter, the result of specilication f~,r that value is the result of unification
where unification is understood in its most basic sentie: varialrlc~s unify with constants and variables;
constants unify with variables and with constants wiih an eyrittl value (prosodic information in (13)).
If the values do not unify, the value of the daughter i; returriecl ( semantic information irr (13)). 17
(13) (KICK n KICK-TV) n KICK-THE-BUCKE7':
G(np`s)~ G np, the f óucket, -~, kick, .1xa,~die(y) )
More specific information thus takes jirecedence ovc~r rnore general information. This is a common
feature of inheritance systems, and is an application ~~f `proper ii~clusion precedence' which is acknow-
ledged in knowledge representation and (computatiorial) linguistics ( De Smedt 1990; Daelemans 1987;
Daelemans and Gazdar 1992).
Not only can this principle be applied to the inforrn:~tion that is part of mother and daughter signs,
it can also be applied when a choice has to be madc betwecn a mother and a daughter sign. In the
case of the choice between a literal interpretation oí' kick tfie biicket and an idiomatic interpretation
the principle that the more specific information prevails, can he applied as well. Since the idiom in-
herits from the verb and is thus more specific, it is tielccted in the case of an ambiguous expression.
17The inheritance networks for which n ia defined are unipnlar, u~~n-~u.,iiotonic and homogeneous (Touretzky et al.
1987~. For other networks, other reasoning mechanisms are nrccssar,y to dri.ermine the properties of a node ( TouretLky
et al. 1987; Touretzky 1988; Veltman 1990~.
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Conventionality is modelled as a corelate of specificit.y. Van der Linden ( 1992) presents a categorial
type-logical system that as an effect of the order of t.lce logical riiles gives precedence to the idiomatic
interpretation over the literal interpretation in case oi' arr arnbiguity. When the system has encountered
only part of the idiom, for instance, kick the idiom is not take~i iuto account in the analysis. This only
happena once all relevant material that constitutes the idiorrc lias been encountered.
5.5 Comparison of the models
The three models presented here are all able to model the cunverrtionality principle. There are, howe-
ver, a number of difïerences between them, that can be used tu evaluate them.
. In the two-level model and the connectionist niu~lel the siin~,lest hypothesis that covers the largest
part of the input is preferred in the case of au~biKuit,y, aud it is assumed that the largest part
also constitutes the conventional interpretatioc~. Alttiuugti this is mostly the case, it does not
necessarily have to be so. In the hierarchical n~udel convei~tionality is modeled by means of the
specialization relation. Specialization seenrs t~ ~ be rnurc. c~losely related to conventionality. In
PHRAN (Wilensky and Arens 1980), specificity only pltrys a role in suggesting patterns that
match the input, but evaluation takes place oi~ the basis of lenyth, and order of the patterns.
Zernik and Dyer (1987) do not discuss ambiguiry.
. In the two-level model conventionality has to be. rnodeled explicitely. In the hierarchical model it
is a consequence of the ordering uf the rules in i Ice systei~i. In the connectionist model it follows
from the architecture of the rnodel.
. The hierarchical model is linguistically motiv~it.~.d, wlrerc.er, the other models are merely models
of the lexical retrieval process.
. The hierarchical model gives a less redundant rc~presentaliun of linguistic information. The other
two models could, however, be extended witli ~c hierarcl~ic~rl structure for the representation of
syntactic and semantic information. An advanl~rge of thc I~ierachical model will be presented in
the next sectiorc.
. A disadvantage of the connectioriist model is the necessit~~ for parallel processing: in the hier-
archical model most processing takes place in serial urclc.r, ancí it therefore demands smaller
processing capacity.
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On the basis of these considerations, the hierarchical model seenis to be the best of the three.
6 Syntactic ~exibility
One of the differences between the hierarchical and the otlrer nrodels is its linguistic motivation and
the nonredundant representation of linguistic information. Therefore, the model easily accounts for
aspects of the syntactic behavior of idioms. This is tlre topic uf the current section.
Idioms seem to deviate from their literal counterparts with respect to the syntactic constructions
idioms can occur in. For instance, (14) does not have an idion~atic interpretation.
(14) ~ The bucket was kicked by John.
Most research on the flexibility of idiorrrs has been dcvoted to explanations for this deviation, without
firstly assessing the extent to which idioms difCer frorn non-idiorn:rtic expressions. The point to be made
here is that for a considerable part idioms do not deviate from tlieir literal counterparts: the syntactic
flexibility of idioms can for a considerable part be ex plairrecf iri t.erms of properties of its verbal head,
and this behavior can best be explained if the idiom is said tu inherit these properties from its head.
This thus supplies a further argument in favour of a hierarclric:~l model of the lexicon. To illustrate
this, the passive will be considered in detail here: nor~-passiviz~rl,ility of a large group of idioms can be
explained in terms of properties of its verbal head.
6.1 Passive
Only transitive verbs occur in passive constructions (ltach 198U). 18 Bach mentions a number ofclasses
in which verbs occur that seem to be transitive, but tliat are in f~rct complex intransitives, and therefore
do not passivize. This classification seems to apply to idioms ~r, well and explains why these do not
passivize. A first rather trivial class are idioms that .cre already in passive form.
(15) Van de aarde weggenomen worden.
From the earth away-taken to-be.
To be dying.
If the object of an idioms is a lexical reflexive, passivization is nc,t possible. Reflexivity includes reflexive
pronouns and inalienable objects.
(16) Zijn beste beentje voorzetten.
His best leg-[dim] in-front-to-put.
Put one's best foot forward.
reFor passivization of T)utch intransitives, see van der Linde~i (in prep.)
`l'3
If the object of a verb is a lexically stipulated expletive pronoun, passivization is not possible.
(17) Hij zal het niet Iang meer maken.
He will it not longer again make.
He will soon die.
The same applies to subjects.
(18) Het loopt af inet hem.
It comes to-an-end with him.
He is dying.
Bach mentions a group of verbs that have objects that are not `true' object NP's. Examples are
predicative or copulative verbs, or verbs like wegen (lo weiyii) or spelen (to act).
(19) Hij speelt stommetje.
He plays dumb-[dim].
He keeps his mouth shut.
Vetbs of possession are not transitive either
(20) Een bord voor de kop hebben.
A sign in-front-of the head to-have.
To be thick-skinned.
Concluding remarks There is a large group of iclionrs, thc ~iori-passivizability of which should be
accounted for in terms of the non-transitivity of tlie ~~erb that is the head oí the expression. The most
natural way to represent t}~is, is by means of inheritrciice: tl~e ieiioms inherits certain properties from
its verbal head that determine its syntactic flexibility
? Concluding remarks
Idioms have a non-literal interpretation that is lexically represent~~d as a property of the expression as a
whole, where parts of the expression may have metalil~orical rel~erc.nts. As a model of the representation
and processing of these expressions, a lexicon structure that is cunsidered as an inheritance hierarchy
seems the most viable, at least when the resolution of ;uribiKuitv rind syiitactic flexibility are concerned.
When issues outside the scope of this paper are taken into consideration, the comparison becomes
slightly different.
~ Subsymbolic approaches caii more easily modcl tlic inEcrr~ctive nature of natural language pro-
cessing.
~ With respect to learning, here learning idioms, it is clear from recent work in AI and cognitive
psychology that distributed subsymbolic repres~-ntatiuns are promising. Algorithms for learning
hierarchical structures exist. An underlying pri~iciple of intieritance, structure sharing, goes well
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with such distriUuted representations: inheritan~~e hierarchies could be considered a linguistically
sufficient generalization of an underlying subsyrnbolic re4iresentation. The symbolic model pro-
posed by Zernik and Dyer (1987) for learning iclioms only works in case of detection of a gap in
lexical knowledge: bootstrapping in case of an c-mpty lexicon is not possible.
~ Upon failure of the principle of conventionality (in the encl it is a heuristic) the hierarchical model
provides an easy way to model óacktrncking by means of the choice of a different node in the
hierarchical structure.
~ It is unclear which model is best suited to model the metaphorical properties of idioms, motivation
and isomorphisrn.
The fact that it is easy to model a principle of converrtionality, crruld render the interpretation process
of other forms of non-literal language efficient, and ii is therefore worth to examine the scope of the
principle.
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Appendix
The connectionist model for the retrieval of idioms as ~,resented in section 5.3 is based on the mechanism
of interactive activation and competition (IAC). Art i~leal IAC network consists of nodea that can take
on continuous values between a minimum and a maxirnum. The activation of the units is also supposed
to change only gradually in time. This ideal is approximated by dividing time into a series of small
steps. If we choose an activation function that cannot change very rapidly this discrete model acts as
a good approximization for the ideal IAC-network.
The network (Figure (2)) consists of a set of nodes that are cunnG~cted with links that can be excitatory
or inhibitory (with a negative weight value). Some u~tils cati rereive external stimuli, e.g. input from
the syntactic module. The internal structure of a u~,it is ~l~~~w„ in Figure (3). The input links are
connected to a site that corresponds to their type. S~ ~.act~ unit ti:~s distinct sites for external, excitatory
and inhibitory links. The gate unit also offets a sepaiate yate site with a special site function.
The site functions for the external, excitatory ancl it,hibitor~. lit~ks simply compute the weighted sum
of the input values Iv.
n
Sv - ~ w; Ivt
;-r
The site function for the gate site is a kind of "wcigiited AN1)" function. Its behaviour is similar to
the weighted sum function when all input links have :~ v:iluc. di(fi~rent from zero. However if one of the
input links connected to the gate site is zero, the out~~ut 5'v of tlte gate site function is also zero. The
output of each site is scaled to conttol the influencc ~,f the difl~ercnt sites on the activation value.
Nettrip'I4t - SCinhSv,nh f ~~~~e.r.c.5vezc
~SCextSvext ~ ~Cgute ~vy~~t~
The activation value Av for a new tirnestamp t cau n ~w be cotn~,uted:
When Netinput is larger than zero:
Avt - Avt'1 -~ (mu~: Avt-1)Nctinput
-decay(Avt- ' - rest)
When Netinput is less than zero:
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Av` - Av`-r -F (Av`""' .- m~in)Nrlinput
-decay(Av`- ` - rest)
We see that the influence of Netinput on ~Av decreases when .4v reaches its minimum or maximum
value. On the othet hand the influence of the decay r:~te is Iriglr in the upper and lower regions. When
Netinput becomes z ero, the Activation value slowl~. decreases to its rest value. The output value
of the unit is equal to its activation, but only if the activat ion level is above a predefined treshold
value. Otherwise the output is zero. So a unit with maxirrrurir activation that does not receive input
anymore, slowly decreases its output value and ttran sirddenly clrops to zero beacuse its activation is
below treshold value. This non linear behaviour is ari essenci.il j,roperty of connectionist models.
The bottom-up links are stronger than the top-dowi~ links bec:acuse a unit may only be activated by
bottom-up evidence. Top-down information may huwrver in(luc.uce the decision process at a lower level.














A simulation consists of a number of cycles in wlri~:h activatic,n spreads through the network. In
each cycle the output and activation values for a tirne t are calculated from the values on time t-1.
Figure (3a) and (36) show the activatiun levels of tlrc- active units irr the model: only activation levels
above treshold (500) are displayed. At the beginninK of tlre sirnulation all units are in rest state. We
start the simulation for the disambiguation of "kick (the) l~uckc.t" by setting the output value of the
external unit "kick " representing the output of a sul~ wordforrri level to 1. After thtee update cycles,
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the output of the external unit 11 (representing the fact that I~ucket is recognized) is set to 1. The
duration of an external input is always one cycle. The availabilitv of syntactic information is simulated
by activating IIIb and 111~ before cycle seven. Figure (3a) shows that the unit representing kick aa
a verb immediately follows this syntactic informatiori and "kick as a noun" falls beneath activation
treshold. After some more cycles a stable situation is teached (}' igure (3b)) which represents the best
fitting hypothesis: the idiomatic reading.
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rig (3a) nctivation level oi the wordform and syntactic units
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